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There is a pressing clinical need for responsive neurostimulators, which sense a patient’s brain activity and deliver targeted electrical stimulation to suppress unwanted symptoms. This is particularly true in psychiatric illness, where symptoms can fluctuate throughout the day. Affective BCIs, which decode emotional experience from neural activity, are a candidate control signal for responsive stimulators targeting the limbic circuit. Present affective decoders, however, cannot yet distinguish pathologic from healthy emotional extremes. Indiscriminate stimulus delivery would reduce quality of life and may be actively harmful. We argue that the key to overcoming this limitation is to specifically decode volition, in particular the patient’s intention to experience emotional regulation. Those emotion-regulation signals already exist in prefrontal cortex (PFC), and could be extracted with relatively simple BCI algorithms. We describe preliminary data from an animal model of PFC-controlled limbic brain stimulation and discuss next steps for pre-clinical testing and possible translation.
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1. Introduction and rationale

1.1. The clinical need for closed-loop neuromodulation

Decoding of emotion from the body’s electrical activity has been proposed for applications in neurofeedback, communication prostheses, and life-enhancing systems for healthy users.[1–3] These same technologies, however, may be useful for improving the efficacy of neurostimulation for treatment-resistant psychiatric disorders.

The need for affective monitoring is clearest in deep brain stimulation (DBS). Psychiatric DBS has been used at multiple targets,[4,5] with preliminary success in treating depression and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD).[6–8] Progress in psychiatric DBS, however, has been limited by its inherent open-loop nature. Present DBS systems deliver energy continuously at a pre-programmed frequency and amplitude, with parameter adjustments only during infrequent clinician visits. This has led, in our clinical experience, to more rapid depletion of device batteries (with a resulting need for battery-replacement surgeries and the associated pain/infection) and an increased side-effect burden. Side effects in particular derive from present devices’ inability to match stimulation to a patient’s current affective state, brain activity, and therapeutic need.

A reliable brain-computer interface (BCI) that inferred emotional state from neural signals could enable a responsive, ‘closed loop’ stimulator. In such a device, schematically illustrated in Figure 1, the BCI would continuously monitor affective state and adjust stimulus parameters to maintain the patient within healthy parameters. This monitoring and regulation of the limbic circuit is a natural function of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), and emerging evidence suggests that it is specifically disrupted in a variety of emotional disorders.[9–11] A combined closed-loop affective decoding and stimulation system would effectively be an ‘emotional prosthesis’, compensating for circuits that have become hypofunctional. Moreover, it would deliver electrical stimulation that was well-matched to the patient’s immediate need and level of distress. This would reduce the side effects of over-stimulation, alleviate residual symptoms that may relate to under-stimulation, and optimize power consumption for a longer battery life.

Atop this, many disorders have symptoms that rapidly flare and remit, on a timescale of minutes to hours. This is particularly common in the anxiety and trauma-related clusters.[12] Existing DBS strategies have been unable to effectively treat such fluctuations, because they occur on much shorter timescales than the infrequent clinical visits. A responsive closed-loop system could in theory detect and compensate for such flares. Not only
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would this improve the tolerability of DBS overall, it would allow these stimulators to help a clinical population that is currently poorly served. There is thus an opportunity for BCI, and affective BCI in particular, to address a set of disorders that cause as much disability as stroke, trauma, or any other motor dysfunction.[13]

1.2. Limits on affective decoding in the presence of psychopathology

Development of closed-loop emotional DBS has been blocked by a lack of accurate or feasible biomarkers. Three major challenges arise when considering existing affective BCIs as the sensing component of closed-loop DBS control.

First, many identified neural correlates of affective disorders cannot be continuously monitored in the community. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can provide deep insights into activity across the whole brain, and has been demonstrated for partial affective classification in real time.[14] Similar results have been seen with near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), which also measures blood-oxygenation signals.[15] The former, however, requires bulky machines and is not compatible with implanted devices, and the latter has not yet been demonstrated in an online-decoding paradigm. Moreover, although NIRS can be reduced to a wearable/portable device, it requires an externally worn headset. Given the unfortunate persistence of stigma attached to patients with mental disorders, few would wear a visible display of their illness, even if it did control symptoms. This stigma is one of the reasons closed-loop DBS is so important — it would not be socially or clinically acceptable for a patient to frequently do something external, such as pushing a button or manipulating a patient controller, to trigger or adjust his/her neurostimulator on a moment-to-moment basis.

Second, even affective decoding modalities that support continuous recording may not function properly in the presence of psychiatric illness. Electroencephalography (EEG) is a promising approach, as it can be implanted (and thus hidden) with relatively minimally invasive surgery. EEG signals offer excellent temporal resolution and may be able to use decoders originally developed for electroencephalography (EEG). Non-invasive EEG has been a very successful approach in affective BCI, with some real-time decoding of emotional information.[16,17] Uncertainty arises because all successful EEG affective decoding has been demonstrated in healthy volunteers. Patients with mental illness, particularly those with treatment-resistant disorders, by definition do not have normal or healthy neurologic function. Furthermore, recent experiences with EEG in psychiatry suggest that measures that accurately decode healthy controls may not transfer to patients. EEG biomarkers that initially appeared to correlate with psychiatric symptoms and treatment response have often not held up under replication studies.[18-21] This is at least in part because psychiatric diagnosis focuses on syndromes and symptom clusters, not etiologies. There is a wide consensus that clinical diagnoses generally contain multiple neurologic entities, and that the same clinical phenotype might arise from diametrically opposite changes in the brain.[22] This may present a challenge for clinical translation of existing affective decoders.

Third, even if affective BCIs can function in the presence of clinical symptoms, they may not be able to adequately distinguish pathologic states. Newer affective BCI algorithms may yet be shown to accurately classify emotion even in the presence of abnormal neural circuit activity, but this is only part of the need. Psychiatric disorders are marked by extremes of the same emotions that occur in everyday normal life. The difference is not the degree or type of affect, but its appropriateness to the context. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is one clear example. Patients with this disorder overgeneralize from a fearful event and experience high arousal and vigilance in contexts that are objectively safe.[12] It is likely possible for an affective BCI to detect high arousal in a patient with PTSD in uncontrolled real-world environments. It is less clear whether any algorithm could distinguish pathologic arousal (a ‘flashback’ in a grocery store, confrontation with trauma cues) from healthy variance (riding a roller coaster, watching an exciting movie). These would be very difficult to differentiate solely on the basis of experienced affect, and yet the use
of brain stimulation to neutralize the latter set of experiences would negatively impact the patient’s quality of life. In our clinical practice, we have repeatedly encountered patients who are fearful to accept any treatment because they fear it will render them ‘numb’; a stimulator that responds but does not discriminate could produce precisely that outcome.

This third difficulty is clear for the case of PTSD. In other disorders, such as depression, it could perhaps be circumvented by integrating the time course of emotion over days to weeks. Sadness will persist in a true depressive episode, whereas ordinary reactive emotion will abate as external stimuli change.[12] In practice, two complications limit that approach. First, it may not suffice to detect a clinical worsening only after the symptoms have been present for a prolonged period of time. Treatment-resistant mental illness is just that: a brain state that strongly resists transitions to a new point on the emotional landscape. By the time a patient is in a clear and verifiable clinical episode, it may well be too late, and the road back out may be long and arduous. The limited literature on patients with treatment-resistant illness and DBS suggests that relapses require weeks to months to subside once they are allowed to occur.[7,8] Thus, in an analogy to epilepsy, it may be important to detect when the patient is not yet experiencing pathologic emotion, but is in a trajectory towards it.[23] This is a much more difficult problem, as it involves determining not only the present affective state, but the likely end-point of the current affective trajectory.

These challenges combine to reveal a final complication: in a fully implanted system, onboard storage and computational resources are limited. It may not be possible to perform decoding and tracking over long periods of time. Thus, affective decoders are caught in a dilemma of temporal resolution: if they are tuned to respond to brief but intense events, they will over-react to natural and healthy emotional variation. If they instead focus only on detecting and compensating for long-term trends, sharp but short exacerbations will go uncorrected, decreasing patients’ quality of life and continuing the problems of existing open-loop DBS. In the very long run, these problems may be ameliorated by improvements in battery and processing technology. The path to that solution is, however, quite long; regulatory agencies require extensive review of all new technology components, meaning that any new battery could take a decade to reach clinical use even after being successfully demonstrated for non-implantable applications. Processors might be more easily upgraded, but increased processing power means increased heat, which cannot be readily dissipated inside the body. For the near future, methods for responsive decoding and stimulation must operate within the limits of current clinical technology.[24]

2. Hypothesis
2.1. Volition and plasticity are key enablers for affective BCI control of neurostimulation

Despite these challenges, we believe that affective BCI is a critical and valuable component in a closed-loop, symptom-responsive psychiatric DBS system. We propose that the key is adding two further components to the model: plasticity and volition.

Regarding plasticity, the general approach for building a BCI is to have participants perform a ‘predicate task’, such as hand movement, motor imagery, or emotional imagery in the case of affective BCI. From neural activity during this training period, a decoder is built, then deployed to classify new brain activity as it arises.[14,17,25] Recent work has shown that this process is not a simple matter of ‘cracking the neural code’. Instead, even as the BCI learns the mapping between brain signals and task variables, the brain itself is changing to better match the decoder.[26,27] In fact, it is possible to build an effective motor BCI without performing any decoding, simply by mapping neurons or other electrographic signals to degrees of freedom and allowing the user sufficient practice to adapt to the BCI.[28–31] Put another way, given sufficient motivation, the brain’s inherent capacity for plasticity will remap cortical signals to produce information that is optimized for the companion BCI. The implication for affective BCI is that patients may also be able to express emotional state through arbitrary neural signals, given sufficient learning time and motivation.

This highlights the second component of our hypothesis: volition. While arbitrary signals can be used to drive a BCI, that approach depends on the user being aware of the BCI and intending to control it. In the case of closed-loop psychiatric DBS, this implies a patient sensing that present stimulation parameters are not well-matched to his/her clinical needs, then choosing to alter the stimulation parameters by deliberately modulating specific aspects of brain activity (e.g. firing rates of specific neurons, power in certain bands of LFP/EEG/ECOG). Adding a volitionally controlled component resolves many of the limitations identified above. Affective decoding would not need to directly classify an emotion as pathologic vs. healthy-extreme; the patient could express his/her desire directly and efficiently through a BCI. The question of whether to optimize response to fast or slow time-scales would become moot; stimulation should be adjusted when the patient explicitly requests the affective controller to do so. Heterogeneity of biomarkers within clinical disorders could also be controlled for, because the primary decoded variable would be the patient’s own intention to receive mood-altering neurostimulation.
A volitional component to the controller may even be critical for maintaining the patient’s overall well-being. Birbaumer [32] has reviewed an extended series of experiments in volitional control of physiologic signals, from autonomic functions to aspects of the EEG. He noted that chronically paralyzed rats and completely locked-in humans, both of whom had lost connection between their volitional desires and external outcomes, also became unable to exert control over their own neurologic functions. From this, he proposed that volition and outcomes contingent linked to volition are essential to maintain the basic components of thought and consciousness, and that without ongoing reinforcement, the capacity for intentional action can itself atrophy, a process that has been termed ‘extinction of thought’. This raises a potential concern for linking emotion-altering brain stimulation to a ‘passive BCI’ that requires no intention on the patient’s part. [2] If, as in the examples above, extremes of emotion are regulated whether or not the patient desires it, his/her own capacity for autonomous self-regulation may be slowly worn away. Given that we believe this self-regulatory function to be at the heart of much psychopathology, [9–11] a closed-loop system without a volitional component could, over time, actually worsen the underlying deficit. The patient would, in effect, learn helplessness in the face of an overarching neurostimulator.

2.2. Prefrontal cortex is a natural source of intentional emotion regulation signals

Returning to the schematic of Figure 1, we have argued that the BCI controller should not only attempt to infer the patient’s emotional state, but should also decode volitionally controlled brain signals. This raises the question: signals from what brain region? We propose that prefrontal cortex (PFC) is an ideal choice. First, as noted above, PFC is a source of emotion regulation signals. [9–11] The desire to suppress or amplify emotional experiences is already contained in PFC activity, and that activity correlates directly with patients’ ability to succeed in emotion regulation. This suggests that it should be relatively simple to decode that intention, just as motor BCIs have succeeded in decoding movement intention from primary motor cortex. Second, PFC neurons are extremely flexible. There is a strong body of evidence that PFC neurons regularly re-tune themselves into new ensembles, encoding complex features of multiple tasks. [33,34] Given our hypothesis that plasticity is important for successful affective decoding and control, a BCI that decodes signals from highly plastic cortex is more likely to succeed, because the brain can more readily re-tune to communicate a clinical need.

Unifying the themes above, we propose that a simple but robust approach to affective BCI for closed-loop DBS is to record volitionally controlled signals from PFC, then use that activity as a reflection of the patient’s desire to adjust stimulation parameters. This would not directly decode emotion, but instead could be seen as decoding an intention towards emotional regulation. That signal is well known to exist in PFC based on neuroimaging data. [35,36] An affective decoder, similar to those already demonstrated, could then classify the patient’s current emotional state and serve as a feedback signal for an adaptive stimulation algorithm. Alternatively, if a simpler strategy is required, the volitional PFC activity could itself be that feedback signal. This ‘direct control’ BCI approach is known to be capable of decoding one or more degrees of freedom. [31,37] which should be sufficient to control the parameters of most clinical brain stimulators. In the remainder of this paper, we present a rodent proof-of-concept study demonstrating this PFC-based affective BCI strategy, then discuss how it could be scaled and adapted to achieve the goal of closed-loop emotional brain stimulation.

3. Proof of concept: rodent PFC BCI with limbic stimulation

3.1. Overview

As proof of concept for our schema of PFC BCI decoding and closed-loop stimulation, we developed a model system in which rats could modulate single units within PFC to trigger fixed-parameter reinforcing brain stimulation. To increase the model’s relevance for our longer-term goal of responsive psychiatric neurostimulation, we chose a reinforcement site that is also a target for human psychiatric DBS trials. Four outbred rats were implanted with stimulating and recording electrodes, and all animals successfully learned to trigger the neurostimulator using PFC. In line with the plasticity framework proposed above, we found that animals were able to dissociate and specifically modulate the neurons involved in the BCI. The BCI algorithm, animal training, and performance are summarized below, and have been described in detail elsewhere. [38]

3.2. Methods

A block diagram of the experimental setup and schematic of our affective BCI algorithm are shown in Figure 2. Briefly, adult female Long-Evans rats were implanted with arrays of recording electrodes in PFC (preflimbic and infralimbic cortices), and stimulating deep-brain electrodes. Stimulating electrodes targeted medial forebrain bundle (MFB), a structure within the reward pathway where electrical stimulation is known to be reinforcing. MFB is a target for human clinical trials in DBS for depression. [5] highlighting its relevance as a stimulation site in this.
closed-loop testbed. For this work, however, we chose MFB solely for its reinforcing properties, and not as a candidate treatment site for human translation.

Our broad hypothesis is that affective dysregulation and a desire to activate or alter brain stimulation can be decoded from volitionally controlled PFC activity. For the initial proof of concept, we focused on a simpler question: can animals be trained to volitionally alter PFC activity in order to obtain a brain stimulation reward? Demonstrating basic PFC BCI control is essential for the next translational step, namely showing that animals or humans can use such a system to relieve psychic distress.

To demonstrate that rodents can and will learn to use an intention-decoding BCI to drive brain stimulation, we trained the animals to use an auditory BCI, following the methods of Gage, Marzullo, and Kipke.[39,40] As diagrammed in Figure 2B, activity of a single unit recorded from PFC was converted to an auditory cursor, implementing a paradigm similar to a neurofeedback system. To model the plasticity component of our hypothesis, the BCI was not trained or otherwise pre-tuned to neural firing modulation. Rather, at the start of each session a unit was
selected and mapped into the BCI with fixed parameters. Animals were thus required to learn and adapt to the new BCI mapping each day to communicate their desire for neurostimulation.

Animals used the BCI in a series of self-paced trials, as shown in Figure 2C. Baseline firing of the selected PFC unit was measured at the start of each day, and dwelling the firing rate at this baseline initiated a new trial. For each trial, a tone was briefly played, and the animal had 5–10 s to modulate PFC firing rate to match her audio feedback cursor to the target. Targets were based on the standard deviation (SD) of the baseline firing rate, and always required the animal to elevate firing rate by at least 1.5 SD. Successful target acquisition triggered a phasic burst of MFB stimulation, whereas failure did not. That is, every time the animal successfully controlled PFC neural firing, electrical stimulation was delivered within her limbic circuit. Trials were followed by brief time-outs, after which a new trial became available for self-initiation. This is a preliminary demonstration of the concept that volitional PFC activity can be decoded via a BCI and used as a signal of desire to activate a neurostimulator. Importantly, we did not use a predicate task such as limb or eye movements; animals directly learned to control the BCI through repeated operant shaping.

Because the decoded unit and BCI parameters were set on a daily basis and turned to maintain an adequate operant reinforcement rate, it was important to verify that target acquisition was not occurring through stochastic, non-intentional fluctuations of neural activity. We performed two controls to confirm that animals’ neurostimulator use exceeded chance performance. First, 20% of trials were randomly designated ‘catch’ trials, where no cue or audio BCI feedback cursor was given; successful target acquisition on such a trial would by definition be non-volitional. Second, for each testing session, we performed a bootstrap re-analysis of the firing rate data. The actual trials presented to the animal were randomly re-located across that session’s spiking record and the success rate was calculated. By replicating that random shuffling 10,000 times for each testing session, we derived the distribution of target-acquisition rates that could be expected by chance for that specific unit and session.

4. Results

In this model system, all animals successfully learned to control the PFC BCI to trigger MFB stimulation. Figure 3 illustrates a session during which the animal successfully controlled the BCI and neurostimulator. Target-acquisition rates were initially low as the animal learned the new decoder, then rapidly increased and were sustained for over 20 min (roughly 250 trials). During this core performance period, when the animal had learned the decoder and was actively attending to the BCI, target hit rates remained well above both on-line (catch trials) and off-line (bootstrap replication) measures of chance. We observed this pattern of a performance peak followed by a slow decline in all tested animals, with animals generally learning to control newly isolated PFC units after only 20–40 min of practice. Eighty percent of tested sites in PFC were controllable, consistent with our hypothesis that arbitrary neurons can be used for affective decoding by exploiting neuroplasticity.

Control of PFC neurons in this BCI paradigm was highly specific. Figure 4 shows the averaged firing rates of multiple simultaneously recorded PFC units during two consecutive training days, time-locked to successful acquisition of a BCI target and delivery of reinforcing brain stimulation. The only substantial modulation in discharge rate occurred on the channel used for the BCI (arrowhead). That channel, which was changed between these two sessions, shows a sharp rise into the target and equally sharp return to baseline after the onset of brain stimulation. The other, non-decoded channels show no average time-locked modulation. This provides further evidence that animals were able to specifically remap arbitrary PFC neurons to match the BCI decoder, establishing an ‘emotional communication channel’ to indicate their intent to receive neurostimulation.

The peak-and-decline pattern of success highlights the importance of volition in this model. We attribute the eventual decline in performance to a decline in volitional capacity, potentially through fatigue and reward satiation. As the effort required to control the neurostimulator became greater than the present value of the reinforcing
brain stimulation, the animal became less willing to expend effort in modulating PFC units to match the decoder. Intentional control of PFC units is also demonstrated by the channel-specific modulation of Figure 4. This is evidence that animals were executing a learned and specific skill to achieve control of the BCI.

5. Discussion and generalizations

In a simplified model of a responsive closed-loop stimulation system, outbred rats were able to modulate PFC single units to control a BCI, using that BCI to trigger neurostimulation in a deep brain structure. To achieve this, the animals were required to actively re-tune PFC neurons (a goal-oriented neuroplastic process) to match the expectations of the decoding BCI. This offers a preliminary demonstration of our proposal for an ‘emotion regulation decoder’ that focuses primarily on the patient’s intent to trigger emotion-modulating neurostimulation. In this case, animals used PFC activity to encode an appetitive/seeking signal, the desire to experience a reinforcing/rewarding stimulus. This is not a direct demonstration of a symptom-relieving responsive stimulator; the MFB stimulation used here was an operant reinforcer supporting proof-of-concept, not a treatment paradigm to be applied in humans. However, it did demonstrate the key point: even animals with an evolutionarily simple PFC can learn to operate a BCI solely for an intracranial emotional reward. We believe the same model can be generalized to a negative reinforcement, such as decoding the desire to have a negative-valence emotion removed.

This initial proof of concept demonstrates that a BCI decoding volitional activity from PFC can control a closed-loop psychiatric DBS, but also leaves open many questions for pre-clinical testing. We do not yet know if animals can learn to exercise the same kind of BCI control in high-arousal environments, such as an anxiogenic open field or a chamber associated with conditioned fear. That would be a direct test of the negative reinforcement hypothesis above, and an important next set of experiments. If animals can learn to modulate neural activity to communicate distress and obtain relief from that distress, human patients could almost certainly do likewise. As described in the Introduction, it also remains to be demonstrated that human psychiatric disorders do not in some way interfere with capacity to use a BCI. If that does not prove a barrier, it is likely that patients could learn to use this responsive system. Psychiatric patients frequently report that they recognize emotional symptoms as ‘not my real self’ (ego-dystonic) and attempt to suppress them, clear evidence that they would be able to recognize the need to activate a stimulator.[12] Some are even able to learn new cognitive skills that enable active suppression of symptoms.[41–43] A responsive BCI-based stimulator would effectively amplify those skills and achieve what some patients are unable to do on their own. There are certainly some disorders, such as the manic phase of bipolar disorder, where symptoms are ego-syntonic and this volition-decoding approach would not work. The existence of those disorders, however, does not obviate the very large space of unipolar mood, obsessive-compulsive, anxious, and trauma-related disorders where the volitional approach is viable.
Even if this proof of concept successfully translates to a clinical device, it is not known how the brain might respond in the long run to continued interaction with a responsive, BCI-based stimulator. There is a potential for positive effects, particularly with the PFC-based controller described here. Work using similar operant paradigms has shown that artificial coupling of activity between two brain sites or between brain and spinal cord can induce long-term increases in functional connectivity.[44,45] One could speculate that long-term use of a BCI-controlled responsive stimulator could boost PFC’s ability to regulate limbic circuits, strengthening key brain pathways for long-term symptom relief.

On the other hand, the system might also cause habituation – over time, stimulation might become less effective, requiring the user to trigger the BCI with increasing frequency to gain the same clinical effect. We see this in our clinical DBS experience, where patients often require upward ‘dose’ adjustments to maintain benefit. However, if anything, that effect should be ameliorated by responsive stimulation. Responsive stimulation, especially coupled to an emotion-monitoring aBCI, should occur infrequently and on no predictable schedule. This should reduce or eliminate habituation, although that remains a hypothesis to be tested. A second concern, depending on stimulator target, might be addiction. Animals are sometimes reported to forego needed food or engage in dangerous tasks to obtain addictive potential. We derive some reassurance from the fact that animals in our experiment did stop triggering the stimulator after 1–2 h of use, and thus we did not observe continuous, compulsive, addiction-like behavior.

Those limitations notwithstanding, there remain substantial advantages to implementing a BCI that focuses on decoding regulatory intention. Chief among these is simplicity. The system described here was able to recover a meaningful control signal from a single prefrontal unit. When we consider design constraints for implantable, battery-powered systems (i.e., all known DBS), computationally simpler BCIs are much more easily implemented on that limited hardware.

The PFC BCI approach also produces useful signals with recordings from only one brain region. We used single-unit potentials in our proof of concept, but this is not obligatory. In the motor domain, good results have been obtained with relatively focal recordings of LFP and ECOG, both of which are technically less challenging and perhaps more stable over time.[29,30,49,50] By contrast, the most successful EEG decoder required 124 channels spread across the cranium.[17] That degree of spatial coverage is not readily achievable in an implantable system, nor are even the most sophisticated clinical DBS systems capable of processing that many channels without substantial power and heat dissipation.[24]

We also cannot ignore the substantial successes and advantages of recently demonstrated BCIs that directly decode emotion. Those passive systems could, in theory, be effortless to use.[2] This returns to the concern originally raised by Birbaumer [32] about self-efficacy, but that concern must be balanced against the very real problem of fatigue in intentional, active BCIs. Most BCIs that depend on volitionally modulated activity require substantial effort, and users can fatigue.[32,51] We may have observed a similar effect in our rodent study, where the animals’ performance eventually declined after a period of intensive, continuous use. This may not fully reflect the performance of an eventual human system, as we required the animals to activate the BCI-controlled stimulator multiple times per minute. An actual patient using such a system would likely only need to alter stimulation parameters every few hours. Nevertheless, fatigue and difficulty may impact initial training as well as ongoing use. It is also clear that different recording channels may have substantially different difficulties, as evidenced by the fact that 20% of our recorded units could not support BCI control.

We therefore suggest two lines of future affective BCI research that could enable closed-loop emotional DBS. Both are focused on leveraging the success of existing affective decoders, while also adding the key components of volition and plasticity. First, there is value in investigating affective BCIs that function with lower-dimensionality data. The approach we highlight above, decoding of volitionally modulated PFC activity, is one step in this direction. This could be generalized to patients using multiple separate PFC signals as ‘emotion communication channels’. Usable emotion- and intention-related signals may also exist outside PFC, either in cortex or deep structures. For instance, since emotion is classically associated with visceral experiences, emotional experience may be reflected in somatosensory cortex, an area that is already known to support BCI.[52,53]

Equally valuable, however, would be investigation of whether existing aBCIs can produce adequate results on smaller feature sets. There is certainly evidence from motor BCIs that a large number of source signals can be dropped from a decoder without substantially impairing performance.[54–56] Similar analyses would not be difficult to perform with existing emotion classifiers, and might yield a substantial reduction in computational complexity or hardware requirements. This has been attempted by one group, although with less than ideal results in their particular BCI framework.[57] Such studies might even be feasible using existing datasets, in an approach similar to off-line cross-validation.
Second, at least for the purpose of closed-loop brain stimulation, it would be desirable to implement the ‘hybrid BCI’ strategy in the emotional domain. Hybrid BCIs, in which multiple physiologic signals or decoding strategies are fused together to improve control of a system, have recently attracted attention in motor control.[58] There has been preliminary evidence for this strategy’s efficacy in both invasive and non-invasive implementations.[59,60] An emotional hybrid BCI could be synthesized from an algorithm that estimated emotional state from numerous signals, combined with one that estimated clinical need/intention from relatively few. The more complex algorithm could thus run at a lower frequency, conserving power and computational effort. It would provide a much lower temporal resolution of the patient’s emotional state, but could still capture essential features (e.g., overall valence) that would then inform adjustment of stimulation parameters once the high-frequency, low-complexity BCI detected a clinical need. Conversely, adding the active intentional component would address concerns under Birbaumer’s[32] ‘extinction of thought’ model.

The combination of two BCI models also may address concerns that patients could become ‘addicted’ to the neurostimulator and begin activating it solely for recreational/hedonic goals. This is commonly seen with certain psychiatric medications, particularly stimulants and benzodiazepines. In Parkinson disease, the leading indication for DBS, there is a known ‘dopamine dysregulation syndrome’ that may worsen with brain stimulation.[61,62] The overall brain activity of a patient seeking brain stimulation for pleasure would likely reflect a very different emotional content than activity of a patient seeking stimulation for symptom relief. An aBCI could readily distinguish the two, making addictive behaviors futile.

6. Conclusion

We have highlighted the need for psychiatric neurostimulators, particularly implanted deep-brain stimulators, that are able to sense and rapidly respond to changes in a patient’s clinical state. These responsive, closed-loop systems would expand the number of disorders treatable with an exciting but currently limited technology. Recent developments in affective BCI are directly relevant to the development of such stimulators, and neurostimulation may represent an important new application of these BCIs. However, limitations imposed by DBS hardware and clinical factors prevent the direct translation of existing affective decoders as the sensing component of a closed-loop psychiatric DBS.

Therefore, we have proposed monitoring of volitionally modulated PFC signals (from single-unit to EEG-related potentials) as a strategy for obtaining meaningful data on a patient’s clinical need with minimal computational complexity. We have further presented preliminary evidence in rodents that such PFC BCIs are feasible and that animals can use them to obtain brain stimulation. The volitional PFC strategy could prove a useful complement to present emotional decoding approaches, either as the sole control component for a responsive DBS system or in a hybrid BCI. This approach may be useful in a wide variety of disorders, and it merits further investigation and discussion within the affective BCI community.
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